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Introduction: Harmonization workflow

Survey data harmonization is the procedure that allows to combine different 
sources into an integrated dataset with comparable indicators.

Why we think its necessary to discuss Harmonization procedure / 
Harmonization workflow?
- To promote transparancy
- To make replicability possible
- To enable flexibility for user

By flexibility we mean ability to trace decisions and recode some parts/steps
in own way, without making EVERYTHING from scratch



Survey Harmonization ex-post: WORKFLOW
Creating harmonized measures ex-post strongly relies on released survey data and 
documentation linked to it. 

1. Theoretical model and concept specification

2. Criteria for data selection -> Time zero: data and documentation downloaded

3. Source variables: first (inclusive) selection; item availability check

4. (Re)Define target variable based on source variables; final source variable list

5. Creating harmonization control variables

6. Cross-walk coding and additional source variables check

7. Quality control variables for items, documentation and data

8. Final revisions of harmonization and its documentation; general variable report



Survey Harmonization ex-post: TOOLS
Creating harmonized measures ex-post strongly relies on released survey data and 
documentation linked to it. 

1. Theoretical model and concept specification

2. Criteria for data selection -> Time zero: data and documentation downloaded

3. Source variables: first (inclusive) selection; item availability check

4. (Re)Define target variable based on source variables; final source variable list

5. Creating harmonization control variables

6. Cross-walk coding and additional source variables check

7. Quality control variables for items, documentation and data

8. Final revisions of harmonization and its documentation; general variable report

COTTON FILE 
(Excel, source data dictionary)
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DETAILED VARIABLE REPORT 
(Excel, harmonization DVRx) 
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Survey Harmonization ex-post: TOOLS & TRACES
Each target variable in SDR is accompanied by:

 General target variable report (Word doc, harmonization GVR) 

 Detailed variable report (Excel, harmonization DVRx)

 Cross-walk table (Excel, harmonization CWT)

 Syntax (notepad++)
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Step 1. Theoretical model and concept 
specification 
Aim: decide on a theoretical model, hypothesis and a (desirable) list of 
target variables; conduct research on different operationalizations of the 
same concept

Practical Implications:

- Deciding on a theoretical model and (desirable) list of target variables 
as a first step can save a lot of time 

- It also allows to be (remain) critical and open-minded to different 
operationalizations of the same (theoretical) target concept



Example:

Source: Wysmułek I. 2018. Informal Payments in Public Schools: Determinants of Corruption Perception and Behavior in Europe



Step 2. Data availability and criteria for data 
selection

Aim: to define the scope of data sources and concepts to be 
harmonized within those data

What does it mean in practice?
 Decide on geographical and temporary limits

 Think of the criteria for survey project selection 

 Decide on „Time Zero” for data and documentation download



Step 3. Source variables: first (inclusive) 
selection
• Aim: to conduct a systematic review of questionnaires and codebooks 

of international public opinion surveys in search for source variables
that match the [theoretical] target concept

• SDR Tools: 

 Cotton file: Cumulative List of Variables in Surveys of the SDR 
Database (Excel) – for search across datasets

 DVR (Detailed Variable report, Excel) – for standardized
documentation of source variables across datasets



Cotton file: Cumulative List of Variables in Surveys of the SDR Database (Excel) –
for search across datasets

88 119 variables
215 source datafiles



DATASET – VARIABLE NAME – VAR LABEL (ENGLISH) – VAR LABEL (SPANISH) - VALUES





SOURCES:
-data dictionaries
-questionnaires
-codebooks

• s



Step 4. (Re)Define target variable based on 
available source variables
• Aim: discuss (and test) strength and weaknesses of available

operationalizations of a target concept and select source variables that will
be matched to target

• What does it mean in practice? 

 Data availability may force the redefinition of a target concept

 Team discussions are helpful – prepare a handout summing up availability
of source variable types, 

 Discuss which source variables stretch the target concept too much

Move these auxiliary variables to Left over (sheet) – leave traces of your
decisions



Detailed Variable Report –
DVRx







ID – DATAFILE – VAR NAME – QUESTION - LABEL – VALUES – REALIZED VALUES– VALUES BY CNTR



Question wording, label and values from different 
sources (codebook, questionnaire, data dictionary)
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What if … than How to? 

• a different set of source variables for the same target concept (more
inclusive/exclusive) + and repeat a harmonization procedure used in 
SDR 

• add new datafile (survey wave) for the same target concept + and  
repeat SDR harmonization proceduresame source variables + but 
different target mapping

• create own (new) target variable + and add it to SDR dataset

• merge SDR dataset with a different country level variable



Thank you!

Ilona Wysmułek: ilona.wysmulek@ifispan.waw.pl
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